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The Institute of General Semantics Store offers a wide selection of books, audio recordings, ebooks, and teaching aids to deepen your education in general semantics.

[image: science-and-sanity-cover]Order dozens of books -- including one of our most popular titles, Alfred Korzybski's Science and Sanity (in hardcover or in downloadable PDF version). In addition to physical books, you can also purchase downloadable versions of books in our store.
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Are You Looking for a Back Issue of ETC or GSB?

[image: etc-69-3-cover][image: 55]In the IGS Store, we carry downloadable, searchable PDF versions of the entire back catalogs of ETC: A Review of General Semantics and the General Semantics Bulletin. Download issues dating back to 1943!


Order a downloadable Back Issue »
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Do You Need an Article from ETC or GSB?

[image: 18-19][image: etc-71-1-cover]From the IGS Store, you can request an article from a back issue of ETC: A Review of General Semantics or the General Semantics Bulletin. We'll email you the article in a searchable PDF version in 1-3 business days.


Request an Article »
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Looking for General Semantics Downloads?

[image: cover-awareness-and-action-a-general-semantics-approach-to-effective-language-behavior-by-mary-p-lahman-v2]In the IGS Store, we have hundreds of downloadable files -- from PDFs to ebooks to MP3s. When you purchase downloadable products, they are emailed to you within minutes of your order so you can start reading or listening immediately. We even offer free downloadable files!
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		[image: etc-78-1-2-cover]Double Issue ETC 78:1-2 (2021) Is Now Available for Download from the IGS StoreFebruary 1, 2022
	[image: 1948 Summer Seminar-Workshop Cover Art-optimized]Newly Expanded Audio Collection: The 1948 Summer Seminar-Workshop, Featuring More Alfred Korzybski and Irving J. Lee Lectures, Douglas Kelley, Irving, J. Lee, Harry Holtzman, and MoreDecember 28, 2021
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The Institute of General Semantics offers an array of activities, publications, and awards that broaden the reach and understanding of general semantics.

[image: igslogo-smaller]From its famed Alfred Korzybski Memorial Lecture Series, to symposia and classes on general semantics, to periodicals and books from our publishing arm, to distinguished awards for people and works that promote the interests of general semantics, the Institute of General Semantics provides rich material and recognition to further and deepen the appreciation of general semantics.


Browse our offerings »
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Want to Attend a General Semantics Event?


This section lists the kinds of programming the Institute of General Semantics presents.


	Alfred Korzybski Memorial Lecture Series – The most distinguished annual event for the Institute of General Semantics
	Conferences & Symposia – Presentations by speakers on general semantics and a wide variety of related topics.
	Classes & Seminars – Live, in-person lessons on general semantics
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ETC: A Review of General Semantics

[image: etc-71-3-cover]ETC: A Review of General Semantics is our quarterly journal devoted to publishing material which contributes to and advances the understanding of language, thought, and behavior.

Learn more about ETC »
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General Semantics Bulletin

[image: 60]Until 2010, the General Semantics Bulletin served as the yearbook for the Institute of General Semantics.

Learn more about the General Semantics Bulletin »
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Time-Bindings

[image: tb-2010-spring-cover]Until 2010, our newsletter Time-Bindings provided quarterly information to members about recent events at the Institute of General Semantics.

Learn more about Time-Bindings »
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What Books Do We Publish?

[image: korzybski-and]The New Non-Aristotelian Library, the publishing arm of the Institute of General Semantics, publishes books, guides, anthologies, and ebooks on general semantics and related subjects. Our books are available for purchase in the IGS Store.

Learn more about the books we publish »
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What Prizes and Awards Do We Offer?


This section details the recognitions the Institute of General Semantics awards.


	S. I. Hayakawa Book Prize – An award and cash prize for an outstanding work directly related to general semantics
	J. Talbot Winchell Award – An award for outstanding contributions and service to general semantics
	Sanford I. Berman Award – An award for outstanding teaching of general semantics
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Introduction


From biographical information about the discipline's founder Alfred Korzybski, to an overview of the ideas associated with the field, to articles, books, videos, and teaching materials, to applications of general semantics to various projects, the General Semantics Learning Center offers the next best thing to taking a class in general semantics.


Enter the General Semantics Learning Center »
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Alfred Korzybski (1879-1950)

[image: Alfred Korzybski (Photo by Kenneth Keyes)]Alfred Korzybski (Photo by Kenneth Keyes)



Alfred Korzybski survived the horrific battlegrounds of World War I and wondered why humans could progress and advance in some areas, but not in others. He theorized that the attitudes and methodologies responsible for advancements in engineering, the sciences, and mathematics could be applied to the daily affairs of individuals, and ultimately cultures. He called this new field "general semantics" and introduced it as a practical, teachable system in his 1933 book, Science and Sanity.


Read more about Alfred Korzybski »
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Want to Learn Some Basics of General Semantics?


This section contains basic overviews of general semantics, its ideas, and its influence.

	Frequently Asked Questions – Got a GS question? See if we can answer it!
	Basic Understandings – What are the core beliefs in general semantics?
	Important Terms – What do the different terms in GS mean?
	Notable Individuals – Here are some of the celebrated people who also celebrated GS
	General Semantics & Other Fields – General semantics has had a notable influence on these fields
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Looking for Resources on General Semantics?


In our online library, you will find a wide range of books and articles of interest to the student and researcher of general semantics.

	Article Database – Download selected articles on general semantics from our publications
	Bibliographies – See lists of books related to general semantics
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Want to Watch Videos about General Semantics?


Over the years, we've captured and collected a number of presentations on general semantics and related subjects.


Watch our collection of videos on general semantics »


Visit our YouTube channel »
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Want to Teach General Semantics?


You will find the following resources helpful when designing lessons for classes in general semantics.  Skilled teachers in general semantics have contributed teaching guides for students of all ages, syllabi, course materials, tutorials, exercises, and handouts.


Access the general semantics teaching materials »
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How Has General Semantics Been Applied?


General semantics has been applied for the betterment and advancement of a number of different fields. In this section is a list of some noteworthy applications of general semantics on different projects.


See applications of general semantics »
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Looking for General Semantics on the Web?


We've collected links to various websites, blogs, people, etc., influenced by general semantics.


See our lists of websites related to general semantics »
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	[image: ]When you join the Institute of General Semantics, for one year you will receive the quarterly journal ETC: A Review of General Semantics (published since 1943), as well as special discounts on IGS programs, conferences, seminars, merchandise, etc.


Become a Member »
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	[image: ]The Institute of General Semantics is a qualified 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation established by Alfred Korzybski in Chicago in 1938. Donations are tax deductible as the law allows. 


Make your donation to the Institute »
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Renew your IGS membership »
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							About the Institute
			The Institute of General Semantics is a qualified 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation established in 1938.

The Institute of General Semantics

72-11 Austin Street #233

Forest Hills, NY 11375

Phone: +1 (201) 745-3693

Email IGS »
Learn more about IGS »
Privacy policy »


		
																					

																										
							About ETC
			ETC: A Review of General Semantics is our quarterly journal devoted to publishing material which contributes to and advances the understanding of language, thought, and behavior.

Learn more about ETC »

Subscribe to ETC »

Become an IGS member »
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